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Technical Project Manager – ID MG090320 (m / f)

The Company
Our customer is characterized by a high degree of engineering services. They develop and produce
innovative products for the automotive industry. For this, the company offers its employees everything
they need to tackle tomorrow’s challenges: appealing work on trend-setting projects both nationally
and internationally, project-oriented work within a large group that continues to operate as a mid-sized
organization, teams that get along with one another, and the latitude for outstanding personal
development.
Currently, we are looking for a ‘Technical Project Manager’ in Liechtenstein.
.

Responsibilities








You are responsible for the overall technology of the product: from the design phase to handover
to production in the Steering EPAS area in acquisition and series projects of the customer Volvo /
Geely
You and your team, which you lead professionally, develop an EPAS product design that meets
the requirements of all relevant technical points (safety, manufacturability, customer requirements,
functions, friction, acoustics, dynamics)
The merging and monitoring of the various subsystems (engine, ECU, sensor, mechanics) and
their interfaces to a functioning overall system is also your responsibility
In this function, you are the main technical contact person to the customer and regularly hold
system meetings with your project team
You are also responsible for ensuring that the subsystems are reported, merged and prepared for
project reporting at the system level, as well as ensuring and coordinating technical change
management




With your team, you identify and evaluate the system-technical risks and develop and control
countermeasures
The overall technical approval of the product and the approval of the system design (PLM) round
off your profile

Requirements






You have a degree in mechatronics, mechanical engineering or the like
You have several years of professional experience (at least 5 years) in the automotive sector as
well as project management experience
You have good analytical skills, work independently and can present complex issues in a
transparent and structured manner
In addition to German, you can also express yourself confidently in English (spoken and written)
We assume international willingness to travel

What we offer




Flexible working time models.
Ergonomic workplaces, fruit days, fitness and training facilities, weekly sports courses, running
clubs and other flexible offers for health promotion and prevention.
A company pension scheme highly subsidized by the employer.

Become part of a successful company and apply now via ChemRecs for this position!

Please submit your application documents, including your availability and salary expectations, by email to jobs@chemrecs.de.
Your contact: Marylin George, phone +49 (0) 176 43540288
Please visit our homepage: https://www.chemrecs.de/
Follow us on LinkedIn and XING:

